Prominent Hill Mine Plan Update
15 November 2016

Disclaimer
Forward looking statements
This presentation has been prepared by OZ Minerals Limited (“OZ Minerals”) and consists of written materials/slides for a presentation concerning
OZ Minerals. By reviewing/attending this presentation, you agree to be bound by the following conditions.
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, or completeness of the information, contained in the
presentation or of the views, opinions and conclusions contained in this material. To the maximum extent permitted by law, OZ Minerals and its
related bodies corporate and affiliates, and its respective directors, officers, employees, agents and advisers disclaim any liability (including, without
limitation any liability arising from fault or negligence) for any loss or damage arising from any use of this material or its contents, including any error
or omission there from, or otherwise arising in connection with it.
Some statements in this presentation are forward-looking statements. Such statements include, but are not limited to, statements with regard to
capacity, future production and grades, projections for sales growth, estimated revenues and reserves, targets for cost savings, the construction cost
of new projects, projected capital expenditures, the timing of new projects, future cash flow and debt levels, the outlook for minerals and metals
prices, the outlook for economic recovery and trends in the trading environment and may be (but are not necessarily) identified by the use of phrases
such as “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “believe” and “envisage”. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they
relate to events and depend on circumstances that will occur in the future and may be outside OZ Minerals’ control. Actual results and developments
may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements because of a number of factors, including levels of demand and market
prices, the ability to produce and transport products profitably, the impact of foreign currency exchange rates on market prices and operating costs,
operational problems, political uncertainty and economic conditions in relevant areas of the world, the actions of competitors, activities by
governmental authorities such as changes in taxation or regulation.
Given these risks and uncertainties, undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking statements which speak only as at the date of the
presentation. Subject to any continuing obligations under applicable law or any relevant stock exchange listing rules, OZ Minerals does not undertake
any obligation to publicly release any updates or revisions to any forward looking statements contained in this presentation, whether as a result of any
change in OZ Mineral’s expectations in relation to them, or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.
Certain statistical and other information included in this presentation is sourced from publicly available third party sources and has not been
independently verified.
OZ Minerals financial results are reported under International Financial Reporting Standards (‘IFRS’). This Half Year Report and Results for
Announcement to the Market include certain non-IFRS measures including Underlying EBITDA, Underlying EBIT and Underlying NPAT. These measures
are presented to enable understanding of the underlying performance of the Consolidated Entity without the impact of non-trading items such as
class action costs. Non-IFRS measures have not been subject to audit or review. Underlying EBITDA, Underlying EBIT and Underlying NPAT are
included in Note 1 Operating Segments, which form part of the Consolidated Half Year Financial Statements. Refer Note 1 Operating Segments to the
Consolidated Half Year Financial Statements for further details.
All figures are expressed in Australian dollars unless stated otherwise.
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Compliance Statements

Prominent Hill Production Target Cautionary Statement
Production Targets for the Prominent Hill Underground only are based on:
Proved Ore Reserve 47%
Probable Ore Reserve 33%
Measured Mineral Resource 0%
Indicated Mineral Resource 4%
Inferred Mineral Resource 16%
Production Targets for the entire Prominent Hill asset are based on:
Proved Ore Reserve 46%
Probable Ore Reserve 40%
Measured Mineral Resource 0%
Indicated Mineral Resource 3%
Inferred Mineral Resource 11%
The modifying factors used in the estimation of the Ore Reserve were also applied to the Mineral Resources in the generation of the production
target. There is a low level of geological confidence associated with Inferred Mineral Resources and there is no certainty that further exploration
work will result in the determination of Indicated Mineral Resources or that the production targets will be realised
The Ore Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimate underpinning these Production Targets were prepared by a Competent Person in accordance with the
JORC Code 2012.
The information in this presentation that relates to the Prominent Hill 2016 Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve is extracted from the document entitled
“Prominent Hill 2016 Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve Statement and Explanatory Notes” which is annexed to the ASX Release entitled “Prominent
Hill mine life extended to 2028”. The announcement is also available on the Company’s website.
The information in this presentation that relates to the material assumptions for the Production Targets are extracted from the ASX Release entitled
“Prominent Hill mine life extended to 2028” which was release at the same time of this presentation. The announcement is also available on the
Company’s website.
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OZ Minerals Strategy

What we will focus on

How we will work

Prominent Hill – Strong Cash Generation
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• Safety – Safe work above all else,
strive for a workplace with no injuries.
• Values – Integrity and strong governance
in all aspects of the way we work.
• Capital discipline – Commitment to
reliably and predictably deliver with
disciplined capital deployment.
• Lean business – Fit for purpose today with an
agile and flexible approach to opportunity.
• Customer focus – Preferred supplier
of mineral products to customers.
• Copper core – Foundation built of copper with
base metals and gold opportunistically pursued.
• Multiple assets – Build and maintain a portfolio
of valuable, risk managed cash generating assets.
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OZ Minerals Portfolio

Operations, Projects and a Growing Pipeline of Opportunities
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EXPANSION
OPTIONALITY

MOUNT WOODS

COOMPANA
M&A

Mine Plan Update

Highlights

/

Long life asset with underground production at 3.5-4.0 Mtpa to at least 2028*

/

Prominent Hill Ore Reserve maintained despite open pit mining depletion with ore
stockpile build continuing

/

Underground drilling programs, mine planning and cost saving initiatives see underground
Ore Reserve grow by more than 40%

/

Ongoing program to continue conversion of underground Mineral Resource to Ore
Reserve

/

Open pit ROM stockpile build to continue until 2018

/

Processing plant at 9-10Mt capacity until mid 2023*

/

Ore processing rates matched to mining rates post open pit stockpile depletion

* Please see Production Targets Cautionary Statements on slide 3
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Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve Update

Highlights
/

/

Mineral Resource
/

Higher confidence Measured and Indicated Mineral Resources maintained year
on year

/

Mining depletion partially offset by additional Mineral Resource delineation

/

An estimated 2Mt Mineral Resource* growth in copper mineralisation through
delineation drilling

Ore Reserve
/

Increased Ore Reserve depletion through processing (~10Mt FY15-FY16)

/

Significant increase in underground Ore Reserve

/

Greater than 6Mt ROM stockpile increase

* 2Mt Mineral Resource growth based on 60% Inferred Resource and 40% Indicated Resource. There is a low level of geological confidence associated
with Inferred Mineral Resources and there is no certainty that further exploration work will result in the determination of Indicated Mineral Resources.
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Underground

Ore Reserve Growth by Over 40 Percent
Increase in underground Ore Reserve driven by:
/
/
/

Increased higher confidence Indicated Mineral Resource

Mine planning initiatives which have seen the deepening of the Underground Mine by 150
metres, along with lateral extensions
Reduction in cut-off grade driven by successful cost saving initiatives

Measured Resource
Indicated Resource
Inferred Resource

Reserve Stope Shapes

Existing Development (1 July 2016)
Open Pit

500m

North

Diagram based on Prominent Hill 2016 Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve Statement and explanatory notes

Mine Plan Update

Key Elements

2016 Initial Value Driven Underground
Cut-off Analysis

Detailed Mine Plan
Selection

/

Optimise mine plan for value
•

140 mine plan scenarios run in cut-off
studies, depth extension review

/

Ramp up underground production to
3.5-4.0 Mtpa by 2019*

/

Underground production to continue at
peak rates to 2028

/

Targeted conversion of Mineral Resource
to Ore Reserve through underground
drilling to continue

/

Continuous improvement to reduce
costs and increase production
effectiveness

/

Matched processing and mining capacity
post open pit stockpile depletion

/

Near mine exploration to further
leverage current infrastructure

Value ‘peak’

* Please see Production Targets Cautionary Statements on slide 3

Underground

Mine Plan Design
/
/
/
/

Integrated mine with three production areas
Ramp up to 50-60 stopes per year by 2020

Utilise ROM rehandle fleet to transport ore to ROM
Backfill a mix of CHF / Pastefill / waste rock

Underground Mine Plan
North
Proved Ore Reserve 47%
500m
Probable Ore Reserve 33%
Measured Mineral Resource 0%
Indicated Mineral Resource 4%
Inferred Mineral Resource 16%
The modifying factors used in the estimation of the Ore Reserve were also applied to the Mineral Resources in the generation of the production target. There is a low level of geological
confidence associated with Inferred Mineral Resources and there is no certainty that further exploration work will result in the determination of Indicated Mineral Resources or that the
production targets will be realised.

Underground

Life Of Mine Plan Progression

View animated sequence of mine plan at:
http://www.ozminerals.com/media/gallery/

Cost Reductions Continue

Underground LOM average unit cost in bottom half of the cost curve
/
+5% REDUCTION

Ore Reserve Breakeven cut-offs continue
to reduce year on year
•
•

/

Improvement activities to continue

Underground life of mine average unit
mining costs in the bottom half of the
cost curve

Underground Ore
Reserve LOM Mining
Breakeven Cost $52.80

COMBINED

COMBINED

ANKATA

MALU

+5% REDUCTION

Reductions across all areas

Source: AMC Benchmarking, conducted for period July 2015-March 2016, unit costs
exclude Resource delineation drilling
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Open Pit

Extracting Maximum Value
/
/
/
/

Design optimisation – new design executed with basement pit walls steepen slightly to access more ore
Maximising access opportunities – ventilation and haulage access for underground
Future opportunity – pit deepening (24 metres) study H1 2017

Northern Decline on schedule for breakthrough in H2 2017 will enable ramp up of underground to
3.5 – 4.0 Mtpa*

Developed - Ankata Decline

In construction – Northern
Decline (Liru Decline)

Existing development
(grey)

Developed – In pit
temporary decline
Planned – In pit
permanent portal

To be assessed – Pit
Deepening

Planned capital
development (blue)

* Please see Production Targets Cautionary Statements on slide 3

Planned stopes
Temporary decline in open pit on
the 9840RL as at 11 October

Open Pit – Extracting maximum value

Stockpile Growth on Run-of-Mine Pad
/
/

Open pit stockpile build
underway as planned

Low-risk ROM stocks provide
further significant cash flows
as current working capital
investment is realised
2013
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Ore

Cu

Au

Ag

Cu

Au

Ag

(Mt)

(%)

(g/t)

(g/t)

(kt)

(koz)

(Moz)

Copper – Proved*

7

0.7

0.4

2.4

52

93

0.6

Gold – Proved*

13

0.1

0.7

2.3

14

320

1.0

Total

20

0.3

0.6

2.3

66

410

1.5

Ore Type

* All stockpiled Ore Reserve estimates classified as Proved
Stockpile as of 1 July 2016, see Prominent Hill 2016 Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve
Statement and explanatory notes. Table subject to rounding,

2014

2015

2016

ROM stockpiles

Processing Plant

Reduction in plant capacity from 10Mtpa to 4Mtpa
Simplified flow sheet for the Prominent Hill Processing Plant

/

Plant
Modifications
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Plant turn down relatively
simple
•

Cyclone underflow to SAG

•

Modify primary cyclones

•

Down stream pipework

/

Capital cost circa $5million

/

Operating costs circa $15 per
tonne at 3.5-4.0 Mtpa

/

Studies planned for CY17 to
refine throughput and
operating cost estimates

Creating value for the next 12+ years*

Prominent Hill base case

/ Mine life extended to at least 2028
/ Multiple ore sources allow mill to remain
at or near current capacity through to
2023

2016
<4.0Mt

/ ROM stock cash realised 2018-2023

Turn Down Mill
Capacity 3.5 to 4 Mtpa

Mill Capacity
Circa 10 Mtpa

2023

2028

High grade ore from PH Underground (to 2028)

/ Matched mine and mill capacity 20232028
/ Integrated underground mine creates
significant economic benefit with
decreasing development costs in later
years
/ Mine plan Optimisation
*

Please see Production Targets Cautionary Statements on slide 3

6-8Mt

/ Underground to ramp up to 3.5-4.0 Mtpa
by 2019, continue to at least 2028
Open Pit, Underground &
Stockpiled Ore Treatment

“Low risk cash generation from current underground
operations and stockpiles. High throughput levels
reduce fixed cost allocations.”

Summary: Mine Plan Update

Highlights

/

Long life asset with underground production at 3.5-4.0 Mtpa to at least 2028*

/

Prominent Hill Ore Reserve maintained despite open pit mining depletion with ore
stockpile build continuing

/

Underground drilling programs, mine planning and cost saving initiatives see underground
Ore Reserve grow by more than 40%

/

Ongoing program to continue conversion of underground Mineral Resource to Ore
Reserve

/

Open pit ROM stockpile build to continue until 2018

/

Processing plant at 9-10Mt capacity until mid 2023*

/

Ore processing rates matched to mining rates post open pit stockpile depletion

* Please see Production Targets Cautionary Statements on slide 3
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